Gentle touches

A collection of gentle touches to assist professionals looking after bereaved families after the loss of a baby.

**Grave dressing** – To have to bury a child is one of the most heart-wrenching things a parent would have to do. The sight of a vast grave can be so distressing. To try and soften the appearance our ‘grave dressing’ lines the space with pretty fabric, lays petals and frames the grave with ivy and flowers of your choice.

**Chapel packages** – Given to funeral directors and mortuaries to decorate their chapel of rest. Coloured blankets, candles, storybooks, hand and footprint kits and much more. A simple way to help make the space as gentle as possible and to help make memories for the family.

**Baby cradle** – Our hand-crafted cradle made from the finest material is a tool to carry the baby coffin to its place of rest. This simple device allows more than one person to be involved in carrying the child and can be decorated with ribbon, flowers or trinkets of your choice.

All of these services can be arranged through your funeral director. Or if you are a professional who think your clients could benefit from one of these very special items please get in touch via email to info@ltandco.org
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